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State of the Industry 
 
Data quality is rapidly becoming one of the key trends in the advertising industry in 2019.  
 
Over the last few years, the advertising and media community has made a significant effort to 
establish new standards for measuring and tracking media quality, invalid traffic (IVT), 
viewability and brand safety, and has made headway in improving industry benchmarks in 
each of these categories. Integral Ad Science, for example, recently reported major 
improvements in viewability, brand safety, and other metrics from 2015 to 2018[1] (as shown 
in Chart A below). 
 
CHART A 
 

 
 
 
The efforts around media transparency are now transposing to data quality. New programs 
and partnerships focused on creating standards to expose quality issues and drive 
improvements in data products have been formed across the industry. For example, IAB with 
ANA/DMA, CIMM and the ARF aimed to develop a Data Labeling standard, which acts like a 
“‘nutritional label’ equivalent for audience segment data sets that discloses source, collection, 



 

segmentation criteria, recency and cleansing specifics.” This initiative is about helping buyers 
with centralized  
 
 
and governed disclosures about data products and asking sellers for more information about 
their data offerings.[2] 
  
Additionally, the ARF has announced a new Data Validation Initiative to determine whether 
surveys can be used to measure the accuracy of those targets.[3] In partnership with Lucid, 
comScore, LiveRamp, and ODC (Oracle) this initiative aims to determine if a simple, cost-
effective method could be developed to assess data quality.[4] Specifically, they examined how 
much a specific dataset improved marketers’ odds of reaching their targets relative to a 
random approach by using surveys to validate the target specifications. 
 
These are great programs, not only because they increase the visibility of data quality 
problems in need of resolution, but they also propose a solution. They successfully brought 
dozens of key marketing industry entities to the table and recruited them to participate in 
trials. The initial conclusions are helping to establish the strengths and limitations of each 
approach.  
 
It is clear from the first trials that the data quality problem is complex and requires a 
multilayered solution. For example, validating data accuracy with a survey methodology holds 
great promise, but we already know for initial findings that self-reported data is better for 
validating audience attributes than behaviors. Surveys also have a significant marginal cost in 
the form of survey responses and thus may not be fully scalable to accommodate both large 
and small suppliers. 
Further, the Nutritional Data Label as currently constructed discloses information like source, 
timing and criteria used, but does not provide any form of accuracy or proof of segment 
density or reach [5]. 
 
These disclosures are indicators at best, and treating them as binary doesn’t account for 
identifying differences between outputs/segments done well and those done poorly. For 
instance, lookalike models can be optimized for scale or accuracy, but not for both. 
  
  
A Role of a Truth Set in Measuring Data Quality 
 
The path to solving the data quality problem requires a well-rounded set of solutions. One 
important approach yet to be considered is the use of a truth set which can serve as a verifier 
and scorer of data accuracy. Truth sets have the benefit of being infinitely scalable and truly 
objective, with minimal marginal cost. They are hard to define, but history has shown that 
once a truth set is constructed, tested and validated, it works well as a standard for quality. In 
fact, Nielsen DAR is a good example of a truth set-based data accuracy scoring mechanism that 
has been widely accepted as a standard, and accredited by MRC[6]. Nielsen DAR is considered 
by many as a media quality tool similar to viewability, IVT, and brand safety where in fact it 
reflects data quality.  
 
For a truth set to function as a reliable data scoring tool, it should meet at least four key 
characteristics: 

1. Great scale: allows for any data source to be cross-referenced and scored against. 



 

2. Completeness: a validated source of the most complete records that identify activity, 
which can then be used to verify records of activity from other data sources. 

3. Accessibility: precise enough to draw conclusions without violating consumer privacy 
and allowing for a scalable business model.  

4. Reliability: a methodology that is vetted and accredited as a trustworthy construct.  
  
The industry has acknowledged that Nielsen DAR meets these criteria for the purpose of 
measuring the accuracy of demographic data. In this way, the industry has actually been 
depending on a truth set to solve the data quality problem for many years. Nielsen’s Q1 2018 
benchmark report shows how substantial an issue data quality is today: if you ignore the 
easiest segments to reach (Adults 19+) and the hardest to reach (M18-24 and F18-24), the 
remaining segments prove to be inaccurate 50-60% of the time. See Chart B below. It’s 
important to note that the level of inaccuracy is worse than industry benchmarks for any 
media quality metric. In fact, Integral Ad Science benchmarks from 2018 show that the 
industry averages of viewability, IVT, and brand safety are in a similar range, only when 
combined together.[7] 
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Introducing Mobile Carrier Data As a Truth Set 
 
Emodo, a subsidiary of Ericsson, developed a truth set for the purpose of scoring data 
accuracy. This truth set consists of data coming from carriers’ mobile networks (cell towers and 
multilateration) and is used to score the accuracy of location data from raw sources such as bid 
requests in exchanges (RTB) and SDKs as well as proximity-based media campaigns, segments, 
and attribution studies. Mobile carrier data of this type meets all four criteria for a truth set as 
described above:  
 

1. Great Scale: Ericsson Emodo has access to data from two of the four major U.S. 
carriers, which collectively service over 130M devices in the U.S., greater than 30% of 
all mobile subscribers. 

 
2. Completeness: This is the only data source that captures the entire usage and 

movement of mobile devices. Unlike other forms of location data, carrier network cell 
tower data is complete and it is independent of any factors that could cause data 
variance such as device model type, OS, etc.   

 
Without a connection to a cell tower, a mobile device wouldn’t work. If a carrier 
reports a given device was connected to a given cell tower at a given point in time, it is 
a true record that this device was in use and placed within the working radius of this 
cell tower. This single data source records a device’s activity throughout the day.  

 
3. Accessibility: Ericsson Emodo has established relationships with two U.S. carriers to 

enable a fully privacy-compliant scalable solution. Further, Ericsson Emodo is currently 
in discussions with other non-U.S. carriers to roll this approach out globally.  

 
4. Reliability: Ericsson Emodo is undergoing the MRC accreditation process[8] for the use 

of this truth set to verify the accuracy and scoring of any location data sources.  
  
 
Research Scope  
 
This paper includes results from Ericsson Emodo studies which implemented the described 
truth set methodology. The tests were conducted across a wide range of data sources, location 
data providers, advertisers and media agencies during 2017 and 2018.  
 
During this time, Ericsson Emodo verified and scored over 150 billion raw bidstream location 
data from top several programmatic exchanges, first party raw SDK data from seven different 
providers, and over 100 distinct tests from Fortune 500 companies and their advertising efforts 
such as live proximity media campaigns, audience segments, and attribution studies. 
 



 

 

 
 

Research Results 
 

METHODOLOGY

The data file undergoing the verification and accuracy scoring at the minimum must include AdID and timestamp fields and a list of POIs 
(Points of Interest) for use in determining corresponding proximity. Alternatively, depending on the use case, the data may also include 
reported latitude/longitude data (lat/long). In this case, a list of POIs is not essential. 

Here are the typical methodology steps involved:

1. Ingest AdID and timestamp from a partner or a client file. Depending on the use case, reported (lat/long) may also be ingested. 

2. Employ a deterministic match with AdID, timestamp and lat/long to the carrier truth set database. 

3. Once a deterministic AdID match locates the same AdID records in the carrier database, the next step is to narrow the search with a time-

stamp match. The timestamp in the carrier database must always be minutes before the timestamp in the tested file. The device needs to be 

first connected to a cell tower in order to work, so the device activities can be recorded. The number of minutes on each side of a timestamp 

included in the matching step is based on extensive empirical research which deploys time and distance calculation. 

4. Cross-referencing the two data sources results in selecting a cell tower event record in the carrier database that is the closest to the tested 

lat/long record or where the device was supposed to be based on specifications. For clarity, in cases where geofencing was used (e.g., where 

devices are believed to be within 5 miles of a Walmart, the recorded event selected from the database is a carrier record that is the closest to 

Walmart at that given time).  

5. If the closest cell tower matches the criteria for accuracy, then the data point is considered accurate. This method rules out impossibilities 

(finding false positives) rather than confirming truths (finding true positives). This is a conservative approach to data scoring. For example, if a 

car dealership is in proximity to two cell towers, one 0.9 miles and one 1-5 miles away we would not rule out the data point because one event 

was close enough. If we cannot be absolutely certain it was inaccurate, we will consider it accurate.

6. Once all data records are cross-referenced between the two files, the tested records are aggregated by distance bucket scores and reported 

as % of events within each bucket: 1-2 miles, 2-5 miles, 5-10 miles, and beyond 10 miles. The report can provide outputs by day, exchange, 

publisher, vendor, segment, or can be customized based on the specific needs of a partner or client.

 

It’s important to contrast the stringency of this methodology to those of media quality metrics. For instance, impressions are considered “at 
risk” by MRC-accredited vendors if those impressions score relatively highly in a probabilistic model -- in other words, if there’s a reasonable 
chance they might be IVT.  On the contrary, Emodo considers a location data point to be inaccurate only if it is 100% certain there is no 
chance the data point can be accurate. This classifies Emodo’s methodology as highly conservative relative to similar methodologies for 
other types of data and media measurement.



 

Overall, cross-referencing with the truth set using this methodology, about 45-50% of all 
location data points proved inaccurate across all studies. It is, however, highly likely that more 
data points could have been inaccurate, but they were not definitively ruled out using this 
highly stringent methodology. 
 
There were two types of studies:  
Type A: Tests of unfiltered raw data from programmatic exchanges bid requests and raw, 

unfiltered data from SDKs data sets. 
Type B.   Tests of data from end products, presumably filtered and processed by third party 

vendors. This includes proximity-targeted media campaigns, audience segments or 
attribution studies. In each case, buyers of these products are likely under the 
assumption that the vendor has filtered out inaccurate data from the raw data 
source (Type A) 

  
When Emodo tested data across all studies, it was evident from studies of Type B that it had 
only removed on average 28.4% of all inaccuracies from Type A. It’s important to note that 
high levels of inaccuracies were seen across every use case, including attribution, which many 
expect to have the highest bar due to the test versus control nature of their setup. After all, 
marketers put a lot of dependence on measurement as it directly influences investment 
decisions and optimizations. See Chart C below. 
 
CHART C 
 
 

 
 
Source: Ericsson Emodo internal data, 2017-2018 

 
 
Another important finding from the research tests was the perceived infallibility of SDK data. In 
the location data sector, at every stage of the value chain often there is an assumption that 
SDK data is far more accurate than bid stream and/or other types of data. In fact some 
companies have explicitly used SDK data as a truth set for verifying the accuracy of location 

Impact of Vendor Filtering on Inaccuracy %
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data.[9] Unfortunately, Emodo’s research tests found SDK data to be far from trustworthy 
enough for such a use case. After testing seven different SDKs available in the market, SDKs are 
not even close to 100% accuracy. See Chart D below. On average, SDKs are 60-72% accurate, 
roughly the same level as industry average viewability according to IAS’s most recent 
benchmarks [10]. It’s unlikely anyone believes viewability has ceased to be an issue. 
 
 
Chart D 
 

 
 
Source: Ericsson Emodo internal data, 2017-2018 
 
 

 
Lastly, one of the most important findings of the study showed the importance of having a 
scalable solution to measure and score data accuracy for any audience segment or data 
deliverable of any size or vendor. The studies uncovered that a single vendor can score 
differently in varying circumstances, which suggests data accuracy measurement requires an 
infinitely scalable approach to prevent the industry from making incorrect assumptions based 
on a small biased sample of results. See Chart E below. 
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Source: Ericsson Emodo internal data, 2017-2018 

 
 
Conclusions 
 
In the quest to solve the data quality problem, we have to incorporate several critical and 
interdependent parts. We need industry initiatives, like the Data Transparency Label initiative, 
to draw in big influential players. We need approaches that can be widely applied across data 
types, such as the survey approach being tested by the ARF, Liveramp, Lucid, and others. 
Lastly, and critically, we need truth sets -- approaches that can be infinitely scalable -- such as 
those that power Nielsen DAR and this location data study by Emodo. 
 
We as an industry should re-categorize or also include Nielsen DAR as a Data Quality solution, 
rather than just for Media Quality, and use it as a way to recognize a new Data Quality 
category that needs the same attention, vast product suite, industry guidelines, and MRC 
accreditation as what we have in Media Quality. 
 
Our industry should be on an active search for other truth sets for use in solving Data Quality 
problems beyond Nielsen DAR and Emodo’s access to mobile carrier data. They are hard to 
find, but they are extremely valuable to marketers looking to limit their wasted spend. 
 
Finally, we shouldn’t accept indicators as sufficient to solve the Data Quality problem. When 
we think of the word “transparency” on the Media Quality side, we think of proof points such 
as what percentage of media was non-viewable or at risk of IVT or brand safety issues. But on 
the Data Quality side, “transparency” currently means something very different, namely 
provenance and other items that are indicators of quality at best, and can be extremely 
misleading and prey on marketers’ incorrect assumptions about whom or what to trust. We 
should push for the same level of proof on the Data Quality side as what we’ve come to expect 
on the Media Quality side.  
 
 
 
Marketers can choose for themselves which methodology to use to get proof, and they can 
decide for themselves how to trade off scale and accuracy. But marketers should expect 
objective visibility into the density or accuracy of each one of the data products they’re buying. 
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